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1. Site completes Protocol Registration Form – Study Start-Up or Full, indicating which 

task lists are appropriate for this study. 

 
2. OnCore Admin enters protocol information, and downloads specified task lists from 

the Library. 

 
3. Protocol Coordinator reviews/edits the task list, changes the status to Complete, 

then to Released. 

 
4. Protocol Coordinator enters the Target Date, clicks SAVE. Target dates are projected. 

The task list is now ready for the research staff’s use. 
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5. Responsible Person/Staff Role will see task on Active Tasks and Upcoming Tasks 

widget based on protocol role or access role. 

 
6. Responsible Person/Staff Role, click the task hyperlink from the home screen 

widget or go to Protocol > PC Console > Status > Task List tab 

7. Enter “Completed Date,” and click SAVE 

 
 

8. Communications can also be entered, and/or specific task deleted if appropriate 

access. 

9. Click “Close’ button 
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10. The task item no longer appears on the widget. 

 
 

11. Task Items and Task List complete. All task items that have a target date MUST 

have a corresponding completed date. Otherwise the task is considered incomplete 

and will be displayed on reports as outstanding. Also, remember to change the task 

list status to “Complete” after completed dates have been entered. To change the task 

list status, open the task list, click Update Status button, and select > Move to 

‘Complete’ Status, then click Save and Close. 

 

 
 

TASK MANAGEMENT REPORTS 

 

Navigate to Reports > Reports > Task Management. There are four reports, AU Task 

Tracking (customized), and three standard template reports, Task List Summary, Task and 

Outstanding Tasks. Each of the reports in the Task Management group can be scheduled to 

run on a daily, weekly, or monthly schedule; the resulting reports can be saved in either 

Excel, PDF, HTML, CSV, RTF, or DOCX formats and can be sent to email addresses specified 

in the Report Schedule page. 

 

Task List Summary Report 

The Task List Summary Report lists the current status of each task list for a selected 

protocol and all participating institutions. This report displays only those task lists that the 

user has permission to view.  At the present time, only one Protocol can be selected. 

 

Search Criteria 
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Report Results 

 

 
 

Task List Summary - Management Group Report 

This report provides information on protocols associated with a particular management 

group, including the next task and last completed task. At the present time, only one 

Management Group can be selected at a time. 

 

Search Criteria 

 

 
 

Report Results 
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Tasks Report 

This flexible report provides multiple ways to view the tasks to which a user has access, 

including by a target date range, by Completed or NA status, by completed date range, by 

staff name or role, and by protocol or institution. Tasks will display that are assigned to the 

user directly or indirectly by staff role. 

 

 
 

NOTE: If no Target or Completed dates are specified, all tasks appear in the report. 

 

Staff Name 

Limits the tasks to those that a certain user can complete; either tasks that are assigned to a 

user directly, or indirectly through the task being owned by a staff role that is assigned to 

the user. Because certain tasks have designated responsible users, this is a good search filter 

for viewing CDA, for example. When Julie Kelley’s name is entered, all tasks associated with 

CDAs will be displayed. 

 

Staff Role 

Limits the tasks to those that are associated with a certain protocol staff role. Note: This 

field can be used in conjunction with the Staff Name field to see all the tasks a certain user 

has as part of a certain staff role. Because certain tasks have been assigned to protocol staff 

roles, this is a good search filter for viewing staff role tasks, for example Financial 

Coordinator. When Financial Coordinator is selected as a “Staff Role,” all tasks associated 

with this role will be displayed. 

 

Report Results 
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Overdue tasks appear in red. The date that the report was run is shown in the footer. 

 

Outstanding Tasks Report 

This report displays incomplete and overdue tasks. You can use this report to identify and 

follow up on these tasks as needed.  

 

Search Criteria 

 
 

NOTE: If no filters are specified, all outstanding tasks appear in the report. 

 

Report Results 

 

 


